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Speed is no longer a dirty word. TrueMill makes it possible to get the most productive cutting in the shortest time. No matter what the speed, only SURFCAM Velocity has the power, flexibility, and stability you need for guaranteed, trouble-free, high-speed machining. TrueMill's innovations in toolpaths
provide greater execution flexibility, ease of use, and output. To further enhance flexibility, SURFCAM Velocity brings powerful post-processing capabilities to existing CNC programs. SURFCAM Velocity supports both VCarve and VModeling and many of the industry's most popular post-processing and
inspection technologies. The combination of SURFCAM Velocity's automation, versatility, and user-friendly interface make it a step beyond its contemporaries and a must for all machine shops. The new SURFCAM Velocity V5 includes all the tools for milling, turning, turning/milling, EDM, and abrasive
cutting. SURFCAM Velocity V5 employs a new technique for machining advanced materials, never before possible. This technology revolutionizes turning and milling practices by creating a smoother, cleaner cut and achieving a five to ten times increase in cutting speed over conventional technologies.
SURFCAM Motion 1.2’s new open-architecture design has been instrumental in building the SURFCAM Motion Toolpath Platform. The SURFCAM Motion Platform combines the latest CNC software programs with user-friendly applications that can be easily programmed and monitored. Thanks to the
SURFCAM Motion Platform, users have complete flexibility in developing their own solutions. This allows them to easily interface the software with a variety of devices and machining strategies.
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i think surfcam velocity 5.0 beta will be a milestone in the evolution of surfcam velocity 5.0 and will be the first time that surfcam velocity 5.0 will be available for public use. we will be offering surfcam velocity 5.0 beta for download at the surfcam booth at imts. there are a few additional features that
surfcam velocity 5.0 will provide which are not available in the surfcam velocity 4 beta. we are looking forward to sharing surfcam velocity 5.0 beta with the public at imts. if you want to see what surfcam velocity 5.0 will offer, go to surfcam.com and click on the surfcam velocity 5.0 beta page. you can
also see a preview of surfcam velocity 5.0 beta by visiting surfcam velocity 5.0 beta at the surfcam booth at imts, #2530. with surfcam velocity 4, you can dynamically manage tool loads, produce smoother cuts and boost productivity on any existing cnc. truemill provides a revolutionary new toolpath
engine that precisely controls the tool's engagement with the material, enabling the use of much more aggressive machining parameters, which in turn results in significantly reduced cycle times. www.surfware.com orthogonal to the 5-axis machining capabilities, surfcam velocity v5 is an advanced
toolpath generator that enables 3-axis milling and edm operations. in addition to standard 3-axis turning and milling modes, the surfcam velocity toolpath engine provides an optional 3-axis orthogonal finishing mode, which allows users to perform 3-axis milling and edm operations on complex parts.

finally, surfcam velocity's hybrid technology offers the best of both worlds by providing a toolpath generator that can be used with a variety of traditional lathes and milling machines, as well as an advanced cam system that can be easily integrated. 5ec8ef588b
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